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1406 129 91-7834 Sullivan Syracuse	Housing
1407 35




1412 129 91-2391 Wilson USA
1413 36
1414 36 Monday 2/10/1992 91-9040 Royal	Bank	of	Canada Hang	Lung	Bank	LTD RJM WF
1415 36 Monday 2/10/1992 91-1209 United	States Pinales	and	Tejada RJM WF
1416 36 Monday 2/10/1992 91-9079 Maiorana Owens-Corning RJM WF
1417 36 Monday 2/10/1992 91-7990 James	Leman William	F.	Griffith,	Jr. RJM WF
1418 36 Tuesday 2/11/1992 91-1491 United	States Nikolai	Stefanov RJM WF WHT
1419 129 Tuesday 2/11/1992 91-7854 Harris	Trust	&	Savings	Bank John	Hancock	Ins. RJM WF WHT
1420 36 Tuesday 2/11/1992 91-9157 Westwood	Pharmaceuticals Nat'l	Fuel	Gas	Dist.	Corp. RJM WF WHT
1421 36 Tuesday 2/11/1992 91-6163 Carl	T.	Britt Clayton	Yeutter RJM WF WHT
1422 36 Tuesday 2/11/1992 91-1543 United	States Bruce	A.	Ronning,	Sr. RJM WF WHT
1423 36 Wednesday 2/12/1992 91-1544 United	States Thomas	Scinto RJM WF WHT
1424 36 Wednesday 2/12/1992 91-4178 Joseph	R.	Dileo CIR RJM WF WHT
1425 36 Wednesday 2/12/1992 91-1497 United	States Ronald	E.	Langer RJM WF WHT
1426 36 Wednesday 2/12/1992 91-7892 Thaddeus	Kurowski People's	Bank RJM WF WHT
1427 36 Wednesday 2/12/1992 91-7929 Curtis	L.	Wrenn NYS	Office	of	Mental	Health RJM WF WHT
1428 129 Wednesday 2/12/1992 91-7849 Security	Pacific	Mortgage NICO	Construction	Co. RJM WF WHT
1429 36 Friday 2/14/1992 91-9115 Gary	Granoff Merrill	Lynch	Inc. RJM WF
1430 36 Thursday 2/13/1992 91-4174 Director	OWCP General	Dynamics	Corp. RJM WF
1431 36 Thursday 2/13/1992 91-1592 United	States Alejandro	Salinas RJM WF
1432 129 Thursday 2/13/1992 91-6275 PAA	Management	LTD United	States RJM WF
1433 36 Thursday 2/13/1992 91-1537 United	States Leonard	Portello RJM WF
1434 36 Thursday 2/13/1992 91-7956 Ifeanyi	Chukwuma Groupe	Air	France RJM WF
1435 36 Thursday 2/13/1992 91-9060 Peter	S.	Bernard Commerce	Drug	Co. RJM WF
1436 36 Friday 2/14/1992 91-1584 United	States Sese	Tra	Ngbendu RJM WF
1437 129 Friday 2/14/1992 91-7944 Lawrence	F.	Tranello Thomas	R.	Frey RJM WF
1438 36 Friday 2/14/1992 91-7818 Elaine	Rosen Marie	Raum RJM WF
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1963 133 93-2767 Elcock Henderson
1964 42
1965 133 5/18/1994 93-4268 Bancker	Construction Reich TJM RJM JDM
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1979 42
1980 42







1988 42 9/19/1994 93-1747 United	States Reyes RJM JMcL EVG
1989 42 9/19/1994 94-7097 Samuels Air	Transport	Local	504 RJM JMcL EVG
1990 42 9/19/1994 93-9278 Laverpool NYCTA RJM JMcL EVG
1991 42 9/19/1994 94-1148 United	States Lauter RJM JMcL EVG
1992 42 9/19/1994 94-4034 David CIR RJM JMcL EVG
1993 42 9/19/1994 94-7340 ? Chemical	Bank Demetrios	B.	Haseotes RJM JMcL EVG
1993A 133 94-7183 Carroll Blinken
1994 42 9/19/1994 93-2790 Seminario United	States RJM JMcL EVG
1995 42 9/20/1994 93-2589 Caballero Keane RJM JMcL EVG
1996 42 9/20/1994 94-7289 Glendora Cablevision	Systems RJM JMcL EVG
1997 42 9/20/1994 93-1413 United	States Sessa RJM JMcL EVG
1998 133 9/20/1994 94-7025 Silano Sag	Harbor RJM JMcL EVG
1999 42 9/20/1994 93-2813 Oriakhi United	States RJM JMcL EVG
2000 42 9/20/1994 94-2061 Gayle Howard RJM JMcL EVG
2001 42 9/21/1994 93-1805 United	States Zapatka RJM JMcL EVG
2002 42 9/21/1994 93-9133 Spak Hastings RJM JMcL EVG
2003 42 9/21/1994 93-2522 Felion United	States RJM JMcL EVG
2004 133 9/21/1994 93-2819 Ellman Davis RJM JMcL EVG
2005 42 9/21/1994 93-1746 United	States Tuberquia RJM JMcL EVG
2006 42 9/21/1994 94-2057 Jermosen Coughlin RJM JMcL EVG
2007 42 9/22/1994 94-7678 Nosik Singe RJM JMcL EVG
2008 42 9/22/1994 93-1864 United	States Diallo RJM JMcL EVG
2009 42 9/22/1994 94-6025 United	States Avon RJM JMcL EVG
2010 42 9/22/1994 93-1783 United	States Smith RJM JMcL EVG
2011 42 9/22/1994 94-7282 Cook Sheldon RJM JMcL EVG
2012 42 9/22/1994 94-2064 Perez United	States RJM JMcL EVG
2013 133 9/22/1994 94-7276 Kamasinski Judicial	Review	Council RJM JMcL EVG
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2014 42 9/23/1994 93-9353 Davis City	of	Utica RJM JMcL EVG
2015 42 9/23/1994 94-5025 In	re:	Fenti In	re:	Fenti RJM JMcL EVG
2016 43 9/23/1994 93-7874 Johnson Palma RJM JMcL EVG
2017 43 9/23/1994 93-2803 Levine Comm'r	of	Corrections RJM JMcL EVG
2018 133 9/23/1994 94-6194 United	States Amodeo RJM JMcL EVG
2019 43 9/23/1994 94-2014 Robinson	C.	Nkenke United	States RJM JMcL EVG
2020 43 Tuesday 10/11/1994 94-1083 United	States Kirk	McDavid ALK RJM JEL
2021 43 Tuesday 10/11/1994 93-1869 United	States Ohaion,	Hesson	(VANOUNOU) ALK RJM JEL
2022 133 Tuesday 10/11/1994 94-1059 United	States Elliot ALK RJM JEL
2023 133 Tuesday 10/11/1994 94-7220 Caruso Forslund ALK RJM JEL
2024 43 Tuesday 10/11/1994 94-7374 Johnson Johnson,	Connell ALK RJM JEL
2025 43 Wednesday 10/12/1994 93-1778 United	States Fuchs ALK RJM JLO
2026 43 Wednesday 10/12/1994 93-1883 United	States Ruggiero ALK RJM JLO
2027 43 Wednesday 10/12/1994 94-6040 Dixon Shalala ALK RJM JLO
2028 133 Wednesday 10/12/1994 94-7149 Acito Imcera	Group ALK RJM JLO
2029 43 Wednesday 10/12/1994 93-9173 Bay Town	of	New	Canaan ALK RJM JLO
2030 43 Wednesday 10/12/1994 94-2094 Arango-Correa United	States ALK RJM JLO
2031 43 Monday 10/31/1994 94-1126 United	States Erasmo	Maldonado,	Jr. RJM JMcL JAC
2032 43 Monday 10/31/1994 94-7580 Thomas	B.	Healy,	Jr. Rich	Products	Corp. RJM JMcL JAC
2033 43 Monday 10/31/1994 94-1076 United	States Carlos	Rincon RJM JMcL JAC
2034 43 Monday 10/31/1994 93-1842 United	States Gary	Bush RJM JMcL JAC
2035 43 Monday 10/31/1994 94-7384 Grove	Corporation Bd.	Mgrs.	of	Steward	Place RJM JMcL JAC
2036 43 Monday 10/31/1994 94-2147 Lawrence	Epps Donald	Selsky RJM JMcL JAC
2037 134 Tuesday 11/1/1994 94-7482 Judith	J.	Vernon Cassadaga	Valley	Central RJM JMcL JAC
2038 43 Tuesday 11/1/1994 94-7237 Banco	De	Ponce Buxbaum RJM JMcL JAC
2039 43 Tuesday 11/1/1994 94-2250 Robert	Watson Charles	Scully RJM JMcL JAC
2040 43 Tuesday 11/1/1994 94-1063 United	States Thomas	Albarelli RJM JMcL JAC
2041 43 Tuesday 11/1/1994 94-1132 United	States Edwin	Santos RJM JMcL JAC
2042 43 Tuesday 11/1/1994 94-9088 Schulz Williams RJM JMcL JAC
2043 134 Wednesday 11/2/1994 94-1176 United	States Michael	Kelly RJM DGJ FIP
2044 43 Wednesday 11/2/1994 92-7394 Joseph	Rodonich Housewreckers	Union	Loc.	95 RJM DGJ FIP
2045 43 Wednesday 11/2/1994 94-7575 Charles	E.	Lamb Emhart	Corp. RJM DGJ FIP
2046 43 Wednesday 11/2/1994 94-1050 United	States Filipe	Escobar RJM DGJ FIP
2047 134 Wednesday 11/2/1994 94-1108 United	States Melvyn	Altman RJM DGJ FIP
2048 43 Thursday 11/3/1994 94-1102 United	States Shmuell	Levi RJM JEL RJC
2049 43 Thursday 11/3/1994 93-6306 NYC	Health	&	Hospitals Cesar	A.	Perales RJM JEL RJC
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2050 134 Thursday 11/3/1994 94-1133 United	States George	Taylor RJM JEL RJC
2051 43 Thursday 11/3/1994 94-7306 NY	Chinese	TV	Programs,	Inc. David	Doo,	Tehwa	Mu,	et	al. RJM JEL RJC
2052 134 Thursday 11/3/1994 94-7215 Pharmaceutical	Society NYS	Dep't	et	al. RJM JEL RJC
2053 43 Thursday 11/3/1994 94-1007 United	States Jacob	Washington RJM JEL RJC
2054 43 Friday 11/4/1994 94-7619 Sure-Trip Westinghouse	Electric	et	al. RJM RJC LWP
2055 43 Friday 11/4/1994 94-6062 United	States Theresa	Coluccio RJM RJC LWP
2056 43 Friday 11/4/1994 94-1094 United	States Boris	Potop RJM RJC LWP
2057 134 Friday 11/4/1994 94-1112 United	States Paul	V.	Bauers RJM RJC LWP
2058 43 Friday 11/4/1994 94-7478 Nat'l	Awareness	Foundation Robert	Abrams	et	al. RJM RJC LWP













2072 134 94-1110 USA Santeramo
2073 44
2074 44










2085 44 Monday 12/19/1994 94-1045 United	States Yu-Leung	(Ruotolo) RJM FXA GC
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2086 44 Monday 12/19/1994 94-1234 United	States Tehrani	(Alaei) RJM FXA GC
2087 44 Monday 12/19/1994 94-4112 Local	333,	United	Marine NLRB RJM FXA GC
2088 44 Monday 12/19/1994 94-7695 Stuart	Ferstand	et	al. Miles,	Inc.	&	AGFA RJM FXA GC
2089 134 Monday 12/19/1994 94-7873 Michelle	Catanzano Michael	Dowling RJM FXA GC
2090 44 Monday 12/19/1994 94-2182 Eddie	Arias United	States RJM FXA GC
2091 44 Tuesday 1/17/1995 94-7407 Carol	Overall Estate	L.H.P.	Klotz JON RJM JAC
2092 44 Tuesday 1/17/1995 94-1364 United	States Charles	V.	Brownell,	Jr. JON RJM JAC
2093 44 Tuesday 1/17/1995 94-1356 United	States Charles	Naugle JON RJM JAC
2094 44 Tuesday 1/17/1995 94-1186 United	States Herrera,	Mustafa,	&	Paige JON RJM JAC
2095 44 Tuesday 1/17/1995 94-6035 Judy	James Marvin	T.	Runyon JON RJM JAC
2096 134 Wednesday 1/18/1995 93-9252 Harold	M.	Gay,	Jr. Roy	F.	Carlson	et	al. JON RJM JAC
2097 134 Wednesday 1/18/1995 94-7362 Amalgamated	Clothing	et	al. Wal-Mart	Stores,	Inc. JON RJM JAC
2098 44 Wednesday 1/18/1995 94-7786 Cornish	Shipping	Ltd. Ferromet	Resources JON RJM JAC
2099 44 Wednesday 1/18/1995 94-2226 Panacracio	DeJesus Charles	Scully	et	al. JON RJM JAC
2100 44 Wednesday 1/18/1995 94-4111 Anthony	Musso I.N.S. JON RJM JAC
2101 44 Wednesday 1/18/1995 94-2269 Gary	Webb Doctor	Jackson	et	al. JON RJM JAC
2102 44 Thursday 1/19/1995 94-7763 Bethlehem	Contracting	Co. Lehrer/McGovern,	Inc.	et	al. JON RJM JAC
2103 44 Thursday 1/19/1995 94-1344 United	States Virgil	P.	Rivers JON RJM JAC
2104 44 Thursday 1/19/1995 93-7829 Arlene	Maiorana U.S.	Mineral	Products	Co. JON RJM JAC
2105 44 Thursday 1/19/1995 94-2310 Westchester	County	Corr. County	of	Westchester	et	al. JON RJM JAC
2106 44 Thursday 1/19/1995 94-2180 Duaut	Abdut	Duamutef Arthur	Leonardo JON RJM JAC
2107 44 Thursday 1/19/1995 94-2241 Salvatore	D'Ottavio United	States
2108 134 Friday 1/20/1995 94-1303 United	States Gaetano	Napoli	(CARUSO) JON RJM Kaplan
2109 44 Friday 1/20/1995 94-6172 Rye	Psychiatric	Hospital,	Inc. Donna	Shalala JON RJM Kaplan
2110 44 Friday 1/20/1995 94-1378 United	States Domingo	Reyes	(ARRANGO) JON RJM Kaplan
2111 44 Friday 1/20/1995 94-7396 Flavio	Belfiore	et	al. Elaine	Estates,	Inc.,	et	al. JON RJM Kaplan
2112 134 Friday 1/20/1995 94-7564 Villager	Pond,	Inc. Town	of	Darien	et	al. JON RJM Kaplan
2113 44 Friday 1/20/1995 94-2240 Eleseo	DeLeon United	States JON RJM Kaplan
2114 44 Friday 1/20/1995 94-6278 United	States Private	Sanitation	Industry JON RJM Kaplan
2115 45 2/13/1995 94-1281 United	States Hammoud RJM DGJ JLO
2116 134 2/13/1995 94-6160 State	of	New	York Donna	Shalala RJM DGJ JLO
2117 45 2/13/1995 94-4051 Bliss CIR RJM DGJ JLO
2118 45 2/13/1995 94-1320 United	States Birbal	&	Wright RJM DGJ JLO
2119 45 2/13/1995 94-2406 Perez Clapper RJM DGJ JLO
2120 45 2/14/1995 94-1302 United	States DeRiggi RJM DGJ JLO
2121 45 2/14/1995 94-7666 Brown Farrell	Lines RJM DGJ JLO
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2122 45 2/14/1995 94-7956 Campbell Furlong RJM DGJ JLO
2123 134 2/14/1995 94-7780 Village	of	Swanton 18.9	Acres	of	Land RJM DGJ JLO
2124 45 2/14/1995 94-2448 Grant Maxwell RJM DGJ JLO
2125 134 2/14/1995 94-6190 United	States Kodak RJM DGJ JLO
2126 45 2/15/1995 94-6057 Burrell Bentsen RJM DGJ JLO
2127 45 2/15/1995 94-2640 Si Slattery RJM DGJ JLO
2128 45 2/15/1995 94-6258 Zhang Slattery RJM DGJ JLO
2129 45 2/15/1995 94-6157 FDIC Whitney-Yale	Dev.	Corp. RJM DGJ JLO
2130 45 2/15/1995 94-6182 Watson Dept.	of	Justice RJM DGJ JLO
2131 134 2/15/1995 94-9006 Bd.	of	Ed.	Of	Mt.	Sinai NYS	Teachers	Retirement RJM DGJ JLO
2132 45 2/16/1995 94-1432 United	States Howard RJM DGJ PNL
2133 45 2/16/1995 94-6222 Acquiarius	Marine	Co. Pena RJM DGJ PNL
2134 45 2/16/1995 94-7795 Pridgen Andresen RJM DGJ PNL
2135 45 2/16/1995 94-1331 United	States Pfeiffer RJM DGJ PNL
2136 45 2/16/1995 94-6215 Mahfood IRS;	Linda	Post RJM DGJ PNL
2137 45 2/16/1995 94-2472 Keats United	States RJM DGJ PNL
2138 45 2/17/1995 94-7903 Tak	Enterprises J.C.	Penney	Co. RJM DGJ PNL
2139 45 2/17/1995 94-7999 Morgan	Guaranty Chodorow RJM DGJ PNL
2140 45 2/17/1995 94-7892 Walz General	Dynamics RJM DGJ PNL
2141 45 2/17/1995 94-1442 Pepe United	States	&	I.R.S. RJM DGJ PNL
2142 45 2/17/1995 94-6217 United	States Morelli	(Auletta) RJM DGJ PNL












2155 134 94-2499 Sotelo-Aquije Slattery
2156 135 94-9040 T.G.I.	Friday's National	Restaurants
2157 46
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2191 135 94-9194 Securitron	Magnalock Schnabolk
2192 46
2193 46
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2261 135 95-6019 Frank USA
2262 48
2263 48




















2284 250 9/1/1995 95-7028 Quill Vacco RJM GC Pollack
2285 48




2290 135 94-9283 Brien Kullman
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2311 135 94-9312 Neighbor Covert
2312 49
2313 49
2314 135 95-1615 USA Porotsky
2315 136 94-2572 Branham Meachum
2316 49
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2347 136 95-1451 USA Klausner
2348 50
2349 50





2355 136 95-5064 European	American	Bank Benedict
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2411 136 95-9170 Criales American	Airlines
2412 51
2413 51
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2466 136 95-9175 Chill General	Electric
2467 52
2468 136 96-1058 USA Labella-Szuba
2469 52
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2479 136 95-6250 Rosano Adelphi	University
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2509 137 96-6201 Skubel Thomas
2510 137 96-7850 Freeman Glazier
2511 53















2527 137 96-2354 Nelson Walker
2528 53
2529 137 96-9397 Schwapp Town	of	Avon
2530 53









2540 137 95-2650 Reyes Keane
2541 54
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2551 137 96-1563 USA Arnold	(Holloway)
2552 54
2553 54
2554 137 96-9692 Alghanim Toys	R	Us
2555 54
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2589 138 97-7249 Oldroyd Elmira	Savings	Bank
2590 55
2591 138 97-1129 USA Hoy
2592 55
2593 55
2594 138 97-7919 Tinnerello	and	Sons Town	of	Stonington
2595 55
2596 55













2610 138 97-6103 Yancey Chater
2611 55
2612 55
2613 138 96-9690 Curley American	Airlines
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2649 139 97-9258 Filetech	S.A. France	Telecom
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2681 139 97-9606 Hester	Industries Tyson	Foods
2682 56
2683 56
2684 139 98-6011 Carlyle	Towers	Cond. F.D.I.C.
2685 56
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2704 139 98-5050 In	re	Massa
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2745 140 6/22/1999 99-6279 Grand	Street	Artists General	Electric
2746 58
2747 140 6/23/1999 98-9494 Good	News	Club Milford	Central	School
2748 58








2757 140 98-9477 U.S.	Titan Zhenhua	Shipping
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2777 140 99-7154 Martinez New	York	City
2778 58
2779 58
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2797 140 97-2885 Clark Stinson
2798 59
2799 59







2807 141 99-7260 Intercargo	Insurance China	Airlines













2821 141 99-1145 USA Tenzer
2822 59
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2831 141 99-9458 White ABCO	Engineering	Corp.
2832 60
2833 60































2865 142 00-1015 USA Pacheco
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2872 142 99-9198 Hydro	Investers Dunleavy
2873 61
2874 61
2875 142 00-1251 USA Grant
























2900 142 00-7103 Brad	Reiss Societe	Centrale	Du	Groupe
2901 61
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2966 143 8/7/2001 00-1582 mot USA Zillgitt
2967 63
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3001 143 00-2516 Brown	 Artuz
3002 64
3003 64
3004 143 01-7025 Kropelnicki Siegel
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3033 144 4/29/2002 01-7947 Monegasque Nak	Naftogaz	of	Ukraine
3034 64
3035 64
3036 144 4/29/2002 01-7966 CSX NYS	Office	of	Real	Property
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3085 145 6/14/2002 01-7806 Brown	&	Williamson	Tobacco Pataki
3086 66























3110 145 10/4/2002 02-1472 USA Gotti
3111 145 11/4/2002 01-1526 USA Polshnick	(Niels	Lauersen)
3112 67
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3153 146 02-1075 USA Ortega
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3199 147 01-1505 USA Harrington
3200 69
3201 69
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3226 70
3227 70
3228 147 5/17/2004 03-1349 USA Fortunato	(Polito)
3228 147 10/2/2003 02-1767 USA Mejia
3229 70
3230 70
3229A 71 Monday 5/17/2004 02-1426 USA Guevara









3239 71 Monday 5/17/2004 02-1426 USA Guevara
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3295 148 03-9060 Brown City	of	South	Burlington	VT
3296 73















3312 149 03-40509 Gao Ashcroft
3313 149 04-2188 Rosa McCray
3314 74






3321 149 04-1313 Arnold Lucks
3322 74
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3401 150 9/16/2005 05-0165 USA Temple
3401 150 10/17/2005 04-6679 GlobalNet	Financial Crystal
3402 150 10/17/2005 05-1069 Baker Home	Depot
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3462 150 5/16/2006 05-5341 Field	Day Suffolk	County	NYS	Comm'r













3476 150 5/19/2006 05-4829 USA Massey
3477 150 5/19/2006 05-5131 Zelnik Fashion	Institute	of	Technology
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3488 80
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3490 151 6/21/2006 05-6610 Ibeto	Petro	Chemical M/T	Beffen
3491 80
3492 80
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3558 151 5/15/2007 06-0976 Riley Beth	Medrash	Eeyun	Hatalmud
3559 83
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3612 152 9/18/2007 06-1723 cv Rich	 Spartis;	Solomon	Smith	Barney RJM JAC CJS
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3645 152 10/30/2007 06-5035 Monica	Tenesaca	Delgado Gonzales
3646 86
3647 86
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3675A 153 5/13/2008 07-5702 mot In	re	County	of	Erie
3676 87
3677 87










3688 153 5/15/2008 07-0833 Consub	Delaware Schahin	Engenharia	Limited
3689 87
3690 87
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3752 153 11/14/2008 07-3167 Garcia Yonkers	School	District
3753 89
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3819 154 6/22/2009 08-3331 Starbucks Wolfe's	Coffee
3820 91






















3843 154 8/26/2009 08-3487 Bounds Pine	Belt	Mental	Health
3844 92
3845 92
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3862 154 10/7/2009 08-2515 Service	Employers Worker's	Compensation
3862A 154 10/7/2009 09-0485 mot USA Santana	(Culbertson)
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3901 94 4/20/2010 JAC RJM RCW
3902 94 4/20/2010 JAC RJM RCW
3903 94 4/20/2010 JAC RJM RCW
3904 94 4/20/2010 JAC RJM RCW
3905 94 4/20/2010 JAC RJM RCW
3906 155 4/20/2010 09-2525 Swarna Badar	Al-Awadi JAC RJM RCW
3906A 155 4/20/2010 09-1799 mot USA Bonilla
3907 94 4/21/2010 JAC RJM RCW
3908 94 4/21/2010 JAC RJM RCW
3909 94 4/21/2010 JAC RJM RCW
3910 155 4/21/2010 09-2817 Francarl	Realty Town	of	East	Hampton JAC RJM RCW
3911 94 4/21/2010 JAC RJM RCW
3912 94 4/21/2010 JAC RJM RCW
3913 94 5/5/2010 GEL RJM JMW
3914 94 5/5/2010 GEL RJM JMW
Index of Cases Heard by Judge Miner
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3915 94 5/5/2010 GEL RJM JMW
3916 94 5/5/2010 GEL RJM JMW
3917 94 5/5/2010 GEL RJM JMW
3918 94 5/5/2010 GEL RJM JMW
3919 94 5/5/2010 GEL RJM JMW
3920 155 5/6/2010 09-2821 DiFalco MSNBC	Cable GEL RJM Trager
3921 94 5/6/2010 GEL RJM Trager
3922 94 5/6/2010 GEL RJM Trager
3923 94 5/6/2010 GEL RJM Trager
3924 94 5/6/2010 GEL RJM Trager
3925 94 5/6/2010 GEL RJM Trager
3926 94 5/6/2010 GEL RJM Trager
3927 94 5/19/2010 DJ RJM RCW
3928 94 5/19/2010 DJ RJM RCW
3929 94 5/19/2010 DJ RJM RCW
3930 94 5/19/2010 DJ RJM RCW
3931 94 5/19/2010 DJ RJM RCW
3932 94 5/19/2010 DJ RJM RCW
3933 94 5/20/2010 DJ RJM RCW
3934 94 5/20/2010 DJ RJM RCW
3935 94 5/20/2010 DJ RJM RCW
3936 94 5/20/2010 DJ RJM RCW
3937 94 5/20/2010 DJ RJM RCW
3938 94 5/20/2010 DJ RJM RCW
3939 94 6/9/2010 PWH RJM RDS
3940 94 6/9/2010 PWH RJM RDS
3941 94 6/9/2010 PWH RJM RDS
3942 94 6/9/2010 PWH RJM RDS
3943 94 6/9/2010 PWH RJM RDS
3944 94 6/9/2010 PWH RJM RDS
3945 94 6/9/2010 PWH RJM RDS




3950 155 6/10/2010 09-1895 Wilson Northwestern	Mutual
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4016 156 11/16/2010 09-4475 USA Conca
4017 97 4/11/2011 10-1342 cv Barnett Carberry DC ALK RJM
4018 97 4/11/2011 10-1144 cv Taylor New	Haven	Housing	Auth. DC ALK RJM
4019 97 4/11/2011 10-1662 cr United	States LaTray DC ALK RJM
4020 97 4/11/2011 10-701 cv Zerilli-Edelgass New	York	City	Transit DC ALK RJM
4021 97 4/11/2011 10-2202 cr United	States Efrain	Gonzalez,	Jr. DC ALK RJM
4022 156 4/11/2011 10-1040 cv Bergerson NYS	Office	of	Mental	Health DC ALK RJM
Index of Cases Heard by Judge Miner
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4023 97 4/12/2011 10-1332 ag Macancela Holder DC ALK RJM
4024 97 4/12/2011 10-2148 cv Manzo Sovereign	Motor	Cars DC ALK RJM
4025 97 4/12/2011 10-2591 cr United	States Temilola DC ALK RJM
4026 97 4/12/2011 10-1642 cr United	States Jennings DC ALK RJM
4027 97 4/12/2011 10-58 cv Arnold 1199	SEIU DC ALK RJM
4027A 156 4/12/2011 10-4934 mot Chem	One	Limited	et	al. M/V	Rickmers	Genoa DC ALK RJM
4028 97 5/4/2011 09-3200 cr United	States Pestana	(MELENDEZ) RCW RJM JMW
4029 97 5/4/2011 10-2286 cv City	of	New	York Group	Health	Incorporated RCW RJM JMW
4030 97 5/4/2011 10-995 cv Ward Empire	Vision	Centers RCW RJM JMW
4031 97 5/4/2011 09-0329 ag Altair	Claudio	Freire Holder RCW RJM JMW
4032 156 5/4/2011 10-512 cv Derrick	Brown Eli	Lilly	&	Co. RCW RJM JMW
4033 97 5/5/2011 11-222 Accenture	LLP Spreng RCW WF RJM
4034 97 5/5/2011 10-2083 Greenberg Aetna	Life	Ins.	Co. RCW WF RJM
4035 97 5/5/2011 10-1679 Bishop Modell	&	Co.;	City	of	N.Y. RCW WF RJM
4036 97 5/5/2011 09-3894 United	States Jose	Ferreira	Almonte RCW WF RJM
4037 97 5/5/2011 09-4211 Carlos	Garcia USICE RCW WF RJM
4038 156 5/18/2011 10-2792 cr United	States Din	Celaj JAC RJM CJS
4039 97 5/18/2011 10-1008 cv Hart Family	Dental	Group JAC RJM CJS
4040 97 5/18/2011 10-1240 cr United	States Lasko JAC RJM CJS
4041 97 5/18/2011 10-3138 cv Tuccio	Development	Inc. Miller JAC RJM CJS
4042 97 5/18/2011 10-3795 cv Cloverleaf	Realty	of	New	York Town	of	Wawayanda JAC RJM CJS
4043 97 5/19/2011 10-2115 pr Nicholas	Leslie Charles	Mule JAC RJM CJS
4044 97 5/19/2011 10-4005 cv Jiggets Allied	Barton	Sec.	Servs. JAC RJM CJS
4045 97 5/19/2011 10-2050 cr United	States Figueroa JAC RJM CJS
4046 97 5/19/2011 10-2123 cr United	States Stafford JAC RJM CJS
4047 156 5/19/2011 10-1320 cv Hill Curcione JAC RJM CJS
4048 97 6/6/2011 10-2086 cv A.C.Q. M.D.	Wilfredo	A.	Castillo GEL JON RJM
4049 156 6/6/2011 10-1884 cv Shahriar;	Sec.	of	Labor Smith	&	Wollensky GEL JON RJM
4050 97 6/6/2011 10-2773 cv Reeve SEI/Aaron's,	Inc. GEL JON RJM
4051 97 6/6/2011 10-1587 cv J.	Michael	Hayes N.Y.C.	Att'y	Grievance	Comm. GEL JON RJM
4052 97 6/6/2011 10-609 pr Koehl Greene GEL JON RJM
4053 97 6/6/2011 10-2231 cr United	States Brizard GEL JON RJM
4054 97 6/7/2011 09-3470 cv Baptista Hartford	Bd.	of	Educ.	 GEL RJM RJL
4055 97 6/7/2011 10-2284 cv Stepien Schaubert GEL RJM RJL
4056 97 6/7/2011 10-429 ag Mathis U.S.	Secs.	&	Exchange	Commiss. GEL RJM RJL
4057 97 6/7/2011 10-2222 cv Jackson N.Y.S.	Dep't	of	Labor GEL RJM RJL
Index of Cases Heard by Judge Miner
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4058 97 6/7/2011 10-2477 cr United	States Lopez GEL RJM RJL
4059 98 6/23/2011 10-3171 ag Victor	Torres-Castillo Holder RR RJM GEL
4060 98 6/23/2011 11-110 cv Owen	Harty Simon	Property	Group,	L.P. RR RJM GEL
4061 98 6/23/2011 09-3264 cv Ockimey Town	of	Hempstead RR RJM GEL
4062 98 6/23/2011 08-3386 cr United	States Taron	Robinson;	Ahmad	Fleming RR RJM GEL
4063 98 6/23/2011 09-4027 cr United	States Coli RR RJM GEL
4064 98 6/23/2011 10-2233 cr United	States Clifton	MacNeil RR RJM GEL
4065 98 6/24/2011 10-2028 bk WDF,	Inc.,	Fed.	Ins.	Co. Calvary	Construction RSP RJM JMcL
4066 98 6/24/2011 10-2479 cv Douglas First	Unum	Life	Insurance	Co. RSP RJM JMcL
4067 98 6/24/2011 10-2724 cr United	States Rodriguez RSP RJM JMcL
4068 157 6/24/2011 10-2971 cr United	States Watkins RSP RJM JMcL
4069 98 6/24/2011 09-3109 cr United	States McCreary RSP RJM JMcL
4070 98 8/23/2011 11-1591 cv Janet	and	James	Baker Goldman	Sachs	&	Co. PWH RKW RJM
4071 98 8/23/2011 10-663 ag Nisima	Khatun Holder PWH RKW RJM
4072 98 8/23/2011 10-2447 cv Lomako N.Y.	Instit.	Technology PWH RKW RJM
4073 98 8/23/2011 10-4132 cv Sandra	Rojas Roman	Catholic	Diocese-Roch. PWH RKW RJM
4073A 157 8/23/2011 11-1297 cv Mead Reliastar	Life	Ins.	Co. PWH RKW RJM
4074 98 8/26/2011 09-4495 cv Rellou Director	of	Human	RE	JP	Morgan JAC RJM PWH
4075 98 8/26/2011 10-2342 cv Vargas MABSTOA	and	NYCTA JAC RJM PWH
4076 98 8/26/2011 10-821 ag Dahua	Mei Holder JAC RJM PWH
4077 98 9/6/2011 10-1822 ag Polanco Holder DJ RJM RAK
4078 98 9/6/2011 10-825 cv Rajagopala	S.	Raghavendra Trustees	of	Columbia	Univ. DJ RJM RAK
4079 98 9/6/2011 08-1171 cv Mackinnon City	of	N.Y.	Human	Resources DJ RJM RAK
4080 98 9/6/2011 11-2591 cr United	States Alphonse	Trucchio DJ RJM RAK
4081 98 9/6/2011 10-3395 cv Steven	W.	Otte Brusinki DJ RJM RAK
4082 157 9/6/2011 10-1564 cr United	States Pitera DJ RJM RAK
4083 98 9/20/2011 10-2380 cr United	States Jose	Jimenez PWH RJM PNL
4084 98 9/20/2011 10-2416 cr United	States Stay	Thompson PWH RJM PNL
4085 98 9/20/2011 09-5215 cr United	States Dennis	M.	Nouri,	A.	Martin PWH RJM PNL
4086 98 9/20/2011 10-4085 cv Todd	Bank Hydra	Group PWH RJM PNL
4087 98 9/20/2011 10-1133 cr United	States Jose	Luis	Guzman	Sanchez PWH RJM PNL
4088 98 9/20/2011 10-2019 cr United	States Kwane	Henderson PWH RJM PNL
4089 98 10/4/2011 10-4201 cv Robert	Kalfus N.Y.	Presbyterian	Hosp. RR RJM RDS
4090 98 10/4/2011 11-1414 cv Andrew	Orkin Swiss	Confederation RR RJM RDS
4091 98 10/4/2011 10-3818 cv Lamond Barnhart RR RJM RDS
4092 98 10/4/2011 10-4821 pr Shepherd Goord RR RJM RDS
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4093 98 10/4/2011 09-4639 ag O'Neil	Williams Holder RR RJM RDS
4094 99 Tuesday 10/18/2011 10-205 pr Blackman Ercole JAC RJM DAL
4095 99 Tuesday 10/18/2011 10-2186 cr United	States David	Z.	Simpson JAC RJM DAL
4096 99 Tuesday 10/18/2011 10-3270 cv Viacom	Int'l,	Inc. Youtube,	Inc. JAC RJM DAL
4097 99 Tuesday 10/18/2011 10-3342 cv Football	Assoc.	Premier,	et	al. Youtube,	Inc. JAC RJM DAL
4098 157 Tuesday 11/1/2011 10-3289 cv Air	China	Limited Jay	Kopf	et	al. PWH RJM RDS
4099 99 Tuesday 11/1/2011 10-4107 cv Bey The	City	of	New	York PWH RJM RDS
4100 99 Tuesday 11/1/2011 10-5068 cv Mycola	Panchishak United	States	Dep't	et	al. PWH RJM RDS
4101 157 Tuesday 11/1/2011 09-1979 cv United	States Charles	R.	Livecchi PWH RJM RDS
4102 157 Tuesday 11/8/2011 10-4047 cv Rogers,	Burlew Petroleo	Brasilerio,	S.A. RSP RJM BDP
4103 99 Tuesday 11/8/2011 10-3978 cr United	States William	Scott RSP RJM BDP
4104 99 Tuesday 11/8/2011 10-3711 ag Raymond	Wright Comm'r	Internal	Revenue	Serv. RSP RJM BDP
4105 99 Tuesday 11/8/2011 10-4428 cv Lawrence	J.	Koncelik Savient	Pharmaceuticals,	Inc. RSP RJM BDP
4106 99 Tuesday 11/8/2011 10-3968 pr Sharon	Jackson Co.	of	Rockland,	et	al. RSP RJM BDP
4107 99 Wednesday 11/23/2011 10-4928 cr United	States Sean	Broden	(ALICEA) RAK RJM SLC
4108 99 Wednesday 11/23/2011 10-2953 pr Mahmud	Zandi United	States RAK RJM SLC
4109 99 Wednesday 11/23/2011 10-1506 pr Juan	Candelaria St.	Agnes	Hosp.	(BAKER) RAK RJM SLC
4110 99 Wednesday 11/23/2011 10-4046 pr Miguel	Concepcion Robert	Pickles,	et	al. RAK RJM SLC
4110A 157 Wednesday 11/23/2011 11-2200 pr Vann Comm'r	of	the	N.Y.C.	Dep't	Corr. RJM RAK SLC
4111 99 Tuesday 12/6/2011 09-4211 pr Carlos	Garcia U.S.C.I.S.,	et	al. RCW RJM DC
4112 99 Tuesday 12/6/2011 11-2576 cv Lorrie	A.	Tiberio Allergy	Asthma	Imm.	Rochester JAC RJM RCW
4113 99 Tuesday 12/6/2011 10-4220 cr United	States Joseph	Cadet JAC RJM RCW
4114 157 Tuesday 12/6/2011 10-4892 cv USAA	Casualty	Ins.,	Co.,	et	al. Permanent	Mission	of	the	Rep. JAC RJM RCW
4115 99 Tuesday 12/6/2011 11-1769 cv Sharon	Giammatteo,	Ph.D. Joelle	Newton,	I/O,	et	al. JAC RJM RCW
4116 99 Friday 12/16/2011 10-4398 cv Dr.	Oliver	Jovanovic City	of	New	York DJ RJM DAL
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